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Basic background reading
Palestine and the Arab Israeli Conflict: A History with Documents, by Charles
D. Smith, 7th ed.—Smith’s work has long been considered a classic, and is a
commonly utilized textbook in university courses. Smith has copiously kept
the book up to date through re-issuing the text, with new history and
documents. This is a standard and comprehensive examination of the history
of the conflict.

The Hundred Years’ War On Palestine, by Rashid Khalidi—Focusing on the
period from Balfour to Trump, Khalidi has written a engaging, thoughtful, and
a helpful analysis of history, especially in light of the 2020 Trump proposal,
“Peace to Prosperity.” In examining the history of Jewish and Israeli settlercolonialism, organized by six periods of war, Khalidi exposes how no proposal
for peace in the last century has adequately included Palestinian participation
in its development, nor have they represented Palestinians’ legitimate claims.
He asserts that the circumstance today is a colonial reality in a post-colonial
age. The narration is fused with personal stories intersecting with the history.
The Lemon Tree, by Sandy Tolan—If you have not read it already, this book
tells the story of two individuals and their families, one Palestinian Muslim
and one Israeli Jew, and how they managed to have important discussion over
issues of the different and competing narratives. The work reads like a novel,
but is full of very important history, in a highly readable form. It treats the
issue of narratives and debate in a very helpful way.

Children of the Stone, by Sandy Tolan—Tolan’s second book about the IsraeliPalestinian conflict is as readable as his first. This book focuses on Ramzi
Aburedwan, a Palestinian resident of the Amari refugee camp, and his life
journey from a child during the first intifada to adulthood as a musician. The
narrative is compelling, treating the more recent history of the conflict, efforts
to promote joint projects through music, intellectual debates over such
programs, and music—as therapy, refuge, politics, and expression. This
humane and deeply personal account is a valuable perspective not often
available.
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The Two-State Delusion, by Padraig O’Malley—Why have negotiations to
bring about a two-state solution failed so markedly over recent decades?
O’Malley offers a sobering analysis of Palestinian and Israeli narratives,
demands, and developments that have inhibited progress towards such a
resolution of the conflict. The incongruence of assumptions, negotiating
positions and needs, and endgame make a two-state resolution highly unlikely,
in addition to the changing reality on the ground. This valuable volume is far
from hopeful, but is clear and honest in its description and analysis.
Fast Times in Palestine, by Pamela Olsen—In a very well-written account, this
book is one of discovery. Olsen chronicles her time spent in Palestine, and the
process of learning and discovery of the reality of occupation. Through her
discovery the reader learns much that reveals a perspective and narrative not
often available. Olsen humanizes the conflict by recounting her experience, m
her journey that much more compelling. [Pamela is interviewed on Rick
Steves’ travel show:

http://www.ricksteves.com/radio/protected/descriptions.cfm?showID=4
47]
Whose Land? Whose Promise? What Christians are not being told about
Israel and the Palestinians, by Gary Burge (revised and updated)— A personal
exploration of feelings about the crisis in the Middle East and seeks answers to
questions such as: How do I embrace my commitment to Judaism, to which I
am bound by the Bible, when I sense in my deepest being a profound injustice
afoot in Israel? How do I celebrate the birth of Israel when I also mourn the
suffering of Arab Christians who are my brothers and sisters in Christ? This
book lays out the critical biblical and political issues that affect a modern
Christian's perceptions of the Holy Land and its peoples. In this revised and
updated edition, Burge further explores his personal emotions and opinions;
and sharpens his theological argument in the context of the new developments
surrounding the crisis in the Middle East. Whose Land? Whose Promise?
offers insight on an explosive topic and challenges personal truths on peace.
Study questions are now available here:

http://globalministries.org/news/mee/pdfs/WhoseLand_StudyQuestions.pdf
Whose Holy City? by Colin Chapman—This volume is a very readable history
of Jerusalem from its Canaanite times up to the present, and beyond. The
title’s question is therefore addressed from an historical point of view, as well
as a religious perspective, as it outlines the importance of Jerusalem to Jews,
Christians, and Muslims. Chapman explores the modern political questions
and issues pertaining to the city, and proposes a way forward for the future of
the “city of peace.”
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Jerusalem Testament: Palestinian Christians Speak 1988-2008, edited by
Melanie May—A comprehensive collection of all of the statements and letters
issued by the heads of churches in Jerusalem, together, over a period of 20
years, May enhances this presentation of the documents with historical
context. This book is useful as a reference, as history, and as theological
insight into life under occupation. Over the course of these two decades, the
heads of churches have addressed their statements to a variety of audiences.
Their message is consistent, though, and it is one that should be heard directly
from them: Peace and Justice must prevail. This book allows that voice to
come through clearly.
Bethlehem: Biography of a Town, by Nicholas Blincoe—This is a fast-paced
journey through the history of Bethlehem going back 11,000 years, running
through the city’s most famous event—the birth of Christ—and continuing
through current times. It is a combination memoir, history, travelogue, and
political narrative. Recounting stories, especially of church and Christian
history and current politics, the narrative is sometimes marred by a choppy
style, but is a helpful overview of this special city.

Books by and about Global Ministries Partners and Friends
Is Peace Possible? Christian Palestinians Speak, by the Catholic Justice and
Peace Commission—In this concise volume, the Catholic Christian Palestinian
community offers perspectives on a variety of topics, including their numbers,
context, witness and presence, as well as their engagement in society with
Muslims and Jews. This is a very clear and helpful deep introduction to the
issues and perceptions (and misperceptions) often associated with the
Palestinian Christian community, broadly and ecumenically speaking. The
book also contains a set of statements issued by the Commission. This is an
extremely valuable place to start to explore the Palestinian Christian
community, in their own voice, and an excellent reference book.
The Forgotten Faithful: A Window into the Life and Witness of Christians in
the Holy Land, edited by Naim Ateek, Cedar Duaybis, and Maurine Tobin—
This collection of presentations from the 2005 International Sabeel Conference
is a trove of valuable insight about the history, demographics, and witness of
the Palestinian Christian community. With special articles on various church
histories and presence, and deep foci on the current realities Palestinian
Christians face as part of the Palestinian community, this book is exceedingly
valuable.
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Occupied with Nonviolence: A Palestinian Woman Speaks, by Jean Zaru. Mrs.
Zaru is the Clerk of the Friends Meeting (Quaker), our partner in Ramallah.
She has recently published a collection of speeches and papers. The book is
highly readable, and is full of insightful content. It is an excellent treatment of
a number of issues relating to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, with a greater
vision at stake. Mrs. Zaru treats issues of interfaith relations, women’s rights,
human rights, Jerusalem, violence and nonviolence, and others in a way that
some of us have come to know well.
Justice and Only Justice, by Rev. Naim Ateek—Published first in 1989, this
book is considered by many to be the foundational book of Palestinian
liberation theology. It is seminal in that it addresses, from a theological and
experiential point of view, the issues at stake in seeking justice and peace
between Israelis and Palestinians.

A Palestinian Christian Cry for Reconciliation, by Rev. Naim Ateek. Rev.
Ateek is the founder and director for the Sabeel Ecumenical Liberation
Theology Center in Jerusalem, a partner of Global Ministries. Ateek’s new
book is remarkable, provocative and challenging, and quite poignant. It is part
personal narrative and part political commentary/observation, all framed
through a theological lens.

A Palestinian Theology of Liberation, by Rev. Naim Ateek—In his newest
book, Rev. Ateek reflects on the development of Palestinian liberation
theology; offers new insight and thought from a biblical perspective—focusing
on the Hebrew Scriptures, Christ as the key to a hermeneutic of liberation, and
justice; and shares some of the accomplishments of Sabeel. It is a helpful and
fresh look at an area for which Rev. Ateek is recognized as the key figure
among Palestinian theologians. [A good review is available here:
https://www.wrmea.org/018-march-april/a-palestinian-theology-ofliberation.html]
I am a Palestinian Christian, by Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb—Rev. Raheb is pastor
of Bethlehem’s Christmas Lutheran Church, and president of the Diyar
Consortium. This book is a thorough examination of the issues faced by
Palestinian Christians today, and is set in the context of history and theological
reflection. Rev. Raheb’s book has become a classic on this less-known
community.
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Bethlehem Besieged, by Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb—Written in the form of a
journal, Rev. Raheb recounts the re-occupation of Bethlehem by Israeli forces
in April 2002.

Sailing through Troubled Waters: Christianity in the Middle East, by Mitri
Raheb—In this collection of seven lectures and papers, Rev. Raheb offers
historical and theological insight into the current reality of Christians in the
Middle East. The chapters offer the current context of the Christian
communities, including encounter with Islam and contextual scriptural
readings of the Qur’an; the situation of Palestinian Christians; a brief history of
the Lutheran Church in Palestine and Jordan; and reflections on revolution and
human rights.
Faith in the Face of Empire, by Mitri Raheb—This is an essential read to
anyone who desires new insight into scripture, seeks a re-orientation of
geopolitical perspective, and maintains hope for justice for Palestinians.
Preeminent Palestinian contextual theologian Mitri Raheb has woven a
profound biblical study and theological reflection on empire with
contemporary realities and personal reflection in his new book. Inspired by the
prophetic tradition and a liberating understanding of the Trinity, Rev. Raheb
challenges accepted notions and offers a vision of imagination and hope that
he is already making real.
“This unique book about contexts presents a profound reorientation of the
meaning of the cross through a reflective conversation between the context of
contemporary Palestine, voiced by the Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb, and the context
of the scriptural texts with universal explication, presented by the Rev. Dr.
Suzanne Watts Henderson. Separately, they offer compelling insights and
perspectives on Palestine and scripture that a person of faith likely does not
commonly hear. Together, they make a strong case for a reexamination of the
meaning of the cross for the marginalized, the oppressed, the poor, and the
powerless, as well as for the privileged and powerful; and as a call to faithful
action in this life by all people who take the pain, and the promise, of the cross
to heart. This book is essential reading in the midst of challenging times.”
(From the jacket endorsement)
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Witnessing For Peace in Jerusalem and the World, by Bishop Munib
Younan—Bp. Younan is the head of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Jordan and the Holy Land, based in Jerusalem. He writes this thoughtful and
insightful book on the Christian concept of martyriyya, reclaiming it for its
original meaning of witnessing. This book is theological but highly accessible
to laypeople as well, and provides valuable insights on the situation in
Israel/Palestine.

Our Shared Witness, by Bishop Munib Younan—This volume is a collection
of essays, articles, speeches, and sermons, all focusing on Israel/Palestine,
interfaith relations, global issues, and peace, justice, and reconciliation. The
compilation is instructive as well as thoughtful, demonstrating the Bishop’s
commitment to a range of issues and global concerns. It includes a helpful
history of the Lutheran presence in Jordan and Israel/Palestine, and each piece
offers Lutheran ideas and perspectives, so will be helpful for ecumenicallyminded readers.
Kairos for Palestine, by Rifat Odeh Kassis—Part memoir, part political
history, part theological reflection, this volume examines the history of Kairos
documents from Christians in various global contexts, shares the background
of the Palestine Kairos document of December 2009, and demonstrates the
importance and urgency of this voice and movement from Palestinian
Christians. Kassis’s contribution also answers some of the critique that the
Palestine Kairos has received.
A Life Worth Living, by Bernard Sabella—In this memoir, Bernard Sabella
recounts life growing up in Jerusalem as a family dispossessed of their home,
as refugees. He offers anecdotes of childhood, and later, analysis of the
political situation as he grows. Dr. Sabella is today the Executive Director of
the Middle East Council of Churches’ Department of Service for Palestinian
Refugees, and has done extensive research on Palestinian Christians as a
sociologist. This book opens up his personal and family history and is a
pleasurable read.
The Other Side of the Wall, by Munther Isaac—In this mix of personal story,
biblical/theological reflection, political contextualization, Rev. Isaac offers
hope and an uplifting message. The chapters read like “small sermons”
embedded in the narrative and the pastor’s theological work on various texts.
His exposing the “other side of the wall” is an invitation to hear the voices of
Palestinians and especially Palestinian Christians, who often ignored or denied
voice so that they can reach our churches and members, inform our
engagement, and frame our understanding of mission.
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Blood Brothers is Archbishop Elias Chacour’s international best seller an
addresses issues of Israeli-Palestinian peacemaking from within the context of
Israel. Archbishop Chacour is the Melchite archbishop and is well-known
globally as a prominent advocate for peace in the region. His writing style is
smooth and lucid.

Chosen? Reading the Bible amid the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, by Walter
Brueggemann—In this slim but powerful volume, Brueggemann takes into
consideration issues related to biblical interpretation, covenant, human rights,
and the Israelis and Palestinians. He reads the scriptural texts in an inclusive
way, rather than an exclusionary approach that has so often been used in the
context of this conflict. The chapters are brief, with study questions, and
would be ideal for group study, including church adult education classes.
Water from the Rock: Lutheran Voices from Palestine, edited by Ann Haften—
In this short collection of articles, diary entries, and reflections, Palestinian and
American Lutherans share the context of Palestine, from their perspectives.
The selections include writings by Bishop Munib Younan, Rev. Mitri Raheb,
his sister Viola Raheb, and Dr. Nuha Khoury, as well as some US Lutherans
who have served in Palestine with partners there. Each section has study
questions so this book can be used in an adult education class.

Christians and a Land Called Holy: How we can foster justice, peace, and
hope, by Charles P. Lutz and Robert O. Smith. Smith, the Middle East
executive for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, and Lutz, have
written this very helpful book introducing the conflict, the actors (including
Christian Zionists), and church partners, and offering guidance on what church
people (and others) can do to be agents of change. This compact volume is
especially helpful for those eager to engage locally, and the final chapter lays
out suggestions. The bibliography is extensive.

Inhabiting the Land, by Alain Epp Weaver—In this short volume designed for
individual and group study, Weaver traces the history of the conflict through a
theological lens, and explores what a possible just outcome might look like. In
four thoughtful chapters, he explores Zionism and Palestinian Nationalism;
Palestinian Christian theologies of land and liberation; Christian theologies of
Judaism and assessments of Zionism; and the possibility of a shared future for
Palestinians and Israelis.
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Towards Golgotha: The Memoires of Hagop Arsenian, a Genocide Survivor,
translated and annotated by Arda Arsenian Ekmekji—In this very personal
chronicle of the period before, during, and after the Genocide, Arsenian
records the events of his daily life. It is a poignant first-hand account, a
personal story that so illuminates the tragedy. Beginning in Western Turkey,
Arsenian’s path is that of many others—some who survived, most who
didn’t—through central Anatolia. His resourcefulness help him survive with
his immediate family, eventually arriving in mandate Palestine. His accounts
of both the “deportations” and of Palestine are very insightful, and are
complemented by the personal journey of his granddaughter, who translated
the book, and who is today the Dean of Arts and Sciences at Haigazian
University in Beirut.

On the Current Situation
Justice for Some, by Noura Erekat—In this examination of the history of the
conflict from the early 20th century until today, Erekat offers a clear analysis of
the ways that the international and Israeli law have been used to advance
Israeli aims. Starting with the assumptions that law has been developed by and
used for the benefit of the colonial powers and the dominant, with no
possibility for change by others, Erekat shows how appeals to law and
convention by the Palestinians have only led to concessions with no tangible
benefits; how Israel has used laws to expand its hold on Palestinian land while
avoiding assuming responsibility for the people on the same land; and how a
rights-based approach to discussion of the conflict is an important, but not
sufficient, step toward justice.
The Battle for Justice in Palestine, by Ali Abunimah—This volume is a clearheaded and honest analysis of the current situation, with critique of various
parties involved in the conflict. Abunimah cuts through mainstream discourse,
making important observations on colonialism, analogies to race relations in
the US and to conflict resolution in Northern Ireland. Unabashedly skeptical
of the two-state solution, and Abunimah promotes a vision of peace with
justice, concluding with thoughts on the imperative of self-determination.

Global Palestine, by John Collins—Writing from a colonial framework,
Collins explores the ways in which the situation of Palestinians is a microcosm
for realities in other places in our time, and proposes that Palestine has been a
laboratory for other countries’ policies and practices. In addition, phenomena
witnessed globally are manifest in Palestine as well. This book is conceptually
rigorous and thoughtful. For anyone interested in connections between the
Palestinian local and current global trends, this will be a stimulating read.
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Preventing Palestine, by Seth Anziska—In this thoroughly research and
deeply analytical volume, Anziska examines the diplomatic history from the
1970s to the 1990s that has denied the possibility of a Palestinian state.
Beginning with Camp David and running through Oslo, the reader is taken
inside the political process. A key concept in the book is the strategic
difference that Israeli leadership made between Palestinian self-rule and selfdetermination, and the efforts made to focus on individual instead of
geographic autonomy. The fruits of these efforts are visible in the Oslo
outcomes, and even until today. This is a fascinating and well-written account.
Brokers of Deceit: How the US has undermined peace in the Middle East, by
Rashid Khalidi—An historian and participant in some of the negotiations
discussed, Khalidi examines three “moments” in peacemaking efforts: the
1982 efforts and foundational documents; the Madrid/Oslo period; and Pres.
Obama’s first term. This is a much broader history, though, connecting the
consistency and evolution of US involvement, identifying guiding US interests
and their consequences, and showing the ultimately negative role the US has
played. Khalidi’s focus on language, describing it as Orwellian, is astute. This
is a short, but quite valuable, contribution.
Pathways to Peace: America and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, edited by Daniel
Kurtzer—In this collection of chapters written by knowledgeable insiders and
analysts, prospects for possible paths forward are examined. The book is
divided into three sections: the regional dimension, the Israeli and Palestinian
dimensions, and the United States and the peace process. Twelve experts
present insight and suggestions. A fast read, this volume is a timely
assessment. Every reader will not necessarily agree with each writer, thus
adding value.
The Peace Process: From Breakthrough to Breakdown, by Afif Safieh—It is
striking, in reading this collection of essays, speeches, and interviews from
1981-2005, to what extent nothing has changed. A Palestinian Christian who
has served as Palestinian head of mission in Washington and London, and who
is a prominent Palestinian intellectual in his own right, Safieh’s descriptions,
analysis, and prescriptions for peace in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict hold true
just as much today as they did when he made them. Safieh’s book is a mustread.
The Way to the Spring, by Ben Ehrenreich—This is at once an inspiring and
painful book to read. Ehrenreich’s presentation of daily life under occupation,
as lived by ordinary Palestinians, gives a sense of the ways that Palestinians
are able to cope with—even laugh in the midst of—a military occupation. His
recounting of the treatment that Palestinians endure as victims is stark and
difficult to imagine, but it is real. Through his own chronicling of neighboring
and visiting with people in several West Bank towns and cities, the realities of
daily life—and death—are brought to light.
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Palestine Inside Out: An Everyday Occupation, by Saree Makdisi—Makdisi
combines UN resolutions and reports with statistics, history and maps;
Palestinian rights and multiple Palestinian and Israeli narratives; and individual
stories and experiences to give a thorough and highly readable picture of the
occupation. Makdisi offers clear analysis and fluid style to make this a mustread for people at different levels of familiarity with the facts on the ground.
There is much to draw on from the book. One provocative quote, by a local
Israeli school director, was, “Anyone who tells you that there was no ethnic
cleansing here will be lying, and anyone who tells you that without the ethnic
cleansing Israel would have been established will also be lying.”
The Biggest Prison on Earth, by Ilan Pappé—In his newest book, Pappé traces
the history of the occupation using Israeli archival sources as well as firsthand
accounts of Palestinians living under occupation. He asserts that the
occupation alternates between an open-air prison and a maximum security
prison, as carrots and sticks, respectively. Beginning with 1948 and drawing
on archival sources from 1958 and later, Pappé examines the plans for
expanding the occupation from what was accomplished in 1948 into the West
Bank and Gaza. This is a fascinating and illuminating historical study, leading
to the implications for today.
Space and Mobility in Palestine, by Julie Peteet—This is deeply detailed and
close-up examination of the impact of Israel’s occupation on Palestinian
(in)ability to move about, and the constraints on Palestinian space and life.
Taking an anthropological approach, Peteet intertwines Palestinians’ personal
narratives and descriptions with a theoretical framework. Issues of
colonialization, separation, and closure, as well as structures of the wall, roads,
and checkpoints are all treated in this volume. A stark conclusion is that such
controls aim to force “voluntary” migration of Palestinians. This negative
outlook is redeemed by lifting up examples of resistance and steadfastness.
Israel’s Occupation, by Neve Gordon—This is a more academic look at the
occupation, and is written by an Israeli, the Senior Lecturer and head of the
Department of Politics and Government at Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev. Gordon considers modalities of control (temporariness, arbitrariness,
invisibility, “restraint,” and continuity) in analyzing decades of occupation of
Palestinian lands and people through Foucaultian lenses. He draws on the
simply complex matrices of biopower, sovereign power, and disciplinary
power to trace the changes (and consistency) in Israeli policies of occupation, a
defining moment of which was the creation of the Palestinian Authority as part
of Oslo, by which Israel could cede Authority but retain authority of the
occupation.
Hollow Land: Israel’s Architecture of Occupation, by Eyel Weizman—
Weizman uses concepts of architecture to analyze Israel’s practices of
occupation. He most effectively looks beyond the maps, and adds the third
dimension (both above and below ground) to the perspective he uses, and
identifies the philosophical and conceptual bases for such an approach. This is
an intelligent and complex analysis, but one that is worth the investment, as it
covers Jerusalem, settlements, checkpoints, the separation barrier/wall, urban
warfare, and targeted assassinations.
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The Only Language They Understand, by Nathan Thrall—In this collection of
essays written over a half-decade, Thrall examines the conditions of the “peace
process” in relation to diplomatic developments and relations between the
Israeli and Palestinian factions. The most valuable essays are the opening,
long essay on leverage asserted and the positive impact such leverage has had
on moving things forward, and the final essay. Implied, but not stated
explicitly, is that outside powers, including the United States, could use its
leverage more helpfully to push toward a resolution to the conflict, or at least
towards some progress.
Israel: Democracy or Apartheid State, by John Ruebner—In this brisk but
thorough book, Ruebner recounts the history of Israel/Palestine in very concise
and digestible chapters. He demonstrates the injustices that have been visited
upon Palestinians, and puts them in the larger context. Ruebner concludes by
addressing the question posed in the title of the book. This is a valuable and
clearly written book that will help to clarify questions many might have about
the current dynamics.
A Half Century of Occupation, by Gershon Shafir—This book is comprised of
three long essays: “What is the Occupation?” “Why has the Occupation lasted
this long?” and “How has the Occupation transformed the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict?” Each is a rigorous and sometimes technical analysis of various
factors, combining to offer a very thoughtful and critical understanding of the
policies and conditions of occupation, and efforts to end it. Shafir is a
sociologist, and writes with an accessible tone.
Lords of the Land, by Idith Zertal and Akiva Eldar—Perhaps the most
comprehensive and thorough history of the Israeli settlement movement, this
book was originally published in Hebrew. The two authors, both journalists,
track the history of the Yesha Council and movement and its interaction with
the Israeli government authority. This book is indispensible in understanding
Israeli settlement on occupied land.
A Wall in Palestine, by René Backmann—If you want to know what impact
the separation barrier/wall/fence has had on the people of the West Bank, and
on Israeli society, you must read this book. Written in a facile narrative style,
Backmann, a French journalist has done many interviews and tells in an easily
comprehensible way the difficult issues associated with the wall. This book is
translated from French, and is an important contribution to the literature on
Israel/Palestine.
Stone Men, by Andrew Ross—This unique book is part topography, part
political economy, part anthropology, and wholly socio-political. Ross
examines the history of the use of labor in the building of the State of Israel,
including the myth of Israeli labor, and the reality of Palestinian labor to build
the state, the settlements, and the separation barrier. It also is an homage to the
art of Palestinian stonemasonry. “They demolish our houses as we build
theirs” is an apt quote to summarize the labor relationship between Israel and
the Palestinians.
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Hamas Contained, by Tareq Baconi—This book is an excellent history and
analysis of Hamas, the Palestinian “Islamic Resistance Movement.” Tracing
its roots through the twentieth century, then presenting its history of political
engagement, primarily in Gaza, since its emergence in 1987, Baconi explores
the unique character, motivation, challenges, and aspirations of the movement.
The introduction and conclusion are especially helpful analysis, and the main
chapters of the book present a history of the movement’s engagement, in the
context of its relationships with the Palestinians, with Fatah, and with the
Israeli authorities. This is a valuable and essential contribution.
Kill Khalid: The Failed Mossad Assassination of Khalid Meshal and the Rise
of Hamas, by Paul McGeough—This is a page-turner, not just for the first half,
which recounts the attempt on Meshal’s life. McGeough has done his
homework, and provides access as well as much insight into the role and
internal politics of Hamas. This is a most helpful book to understand Hamas
and the multiple contexts in which it exists.

An Innocent Bystander, by Julie Salamon—This book goes deep into the
background and stories of the Klinghoffer family as well as those involved in
the hijacking of the Achille Lauro in October 1985. Not only does Salamon
recount the events of the plot and the death of Leon Klinghoffer, but she also
portrays the family, the ship captain, and the Palestinians who planned and
carried out the hijacking and their families. The second part of the book
focuses on the impact of the event, the fallout, and the court cases. Wellwritten with good character development and just enough detail, this book
unfortunately is a record of a very tragic true episode that changed lives.
Between Religion and Politics, by Nathan Brown and Amr Hamzawy—The
emergence of Islamic groups and parties on the Middle East’s political scene
has been a cause of concern. Brown and Hamzawy analyze this emergence,
focusing on the development of such groups’ participation, their contexts, their
platforms, and outlook. Each chapter deals with a different country in the
region, including Egypt and the Muslim Brotherhood, Palestine and Hamas,
and several others (Algeria, Morocco, Kuwait, Yemen, and Jordan). This book
represents sound academic research and writing. (Interestingly, Hamzawy was
elected to the Egyptian parliament from a Cairo district in December, 2011.)
Gaza: A History, by Jean-Pierre Filiu—In this most comprehensive and wellresearched volume, Filiu traces the history of Gaza over the past few thousand
years. His analysis of Gaza’s place geographically and politically, as well as
his attention to detail makes this an indispensable contribution, rare in its focus
on Gaza. There is much detail in this book, especially about the most recent
decades, but that should not discourage the reader. Gaza is often overlooked in
the discussion of history, but the presence of refugees, its unique and separate
geography, and its place in diplomatic and political engagement can better be
understood through Filiu’s telling.
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A Rebel in Gaza, by Asmaa al-Ghoul—In this moving memoir of a young
woman’s life growing up in Gaza, Asmaa al-Ghoul shares in short, crisp
chapters her persistence and her challenges. Al-Ghoul is equally critical of
Israel, the Palestinian Authority, and HAMAS, and has lived with threats as a
result. A writer and journalist, as well as a mother and daughter, she has
wrestled with dueling roles and the question of responsibility. The memoir
takes the reader to the ground level in Gaza, and the complications of life there
in nuance.
Gaza Writes Back, edited by Refaat Alareer—This short volume is a collection
of stories written by young Palestinians from Gaza, published to mark the 5th
anniversary of the Israeli Operation Cast Lead (2008-09). The stories are
poignant and bold, conveying what it is like to live in Gaza, and
communicating on a human level hopes, dreams, aspirations, fears, and deep
sadness. The stories are remarkable for their conveyance of profound emotion
and humanity. It is a collection that is relevant far beyond a particular moment
in history, and begs the end of the tragedy of Gaza’s isolation.
This is Not a Border, edited by Ahdaf Soueif and Omar Robert Hamilton—
Published as a collection of reflections, reporting, poetry and literature
presented at the Palestine Festival of Literature, this volume represents a
remarkable effort to present the human side of the impact of the conflict.
Some of the authors write based on their first encounter with the reality on the
ground while others have visited regularly. All offer personal and moving
critique of the inhumanity of the Palestinian experience.
The Drone Eats With Me, by Atef Abu Saif—Abu Saif’s diary of the 51-day
Israeli attack on Gaza in 2014 is remarkable for its descriptions of the daily
routine, the feelings, the quest for life that he shares with his family and
friends in Gaza. The state of dream-like consciousness that war imposes, the
sense of presence of Israeli tanks, drones, warplanes, all are vividly portrayed
in this book. While Gazans try to survive from hour to hour, even struggling to
find food, the imagery of Israeli machines of war feasting on the people, land,
and constructs of Gaza is stark and sobering. Nonetheless, this account offers
hope, including Abu Saif’s own description of hope (p. 143).
51 Days of War, by Max Blumenthal—Blumenthal’s account of the 2014 Gaza
invasion humanizes the people of the Gaza Strip and brings into focus the
reality they experienced during the war. As a journalist who was there for
most of the time, Blumenthal shares the stories of numerous Palestinian
families. He illustrates the pain they felt and the fear and death that was
pervasive. His account demonstrates the disparity in power, and lays bare who
has control.
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The Last Earth, by Ramzi Baroud—In this intimate collection of personal
stories, Baroud documents the reality of several Palestinians and their family
history. Each chapter in the book recounts the experience of a family, told
with a focus on one member, but tracing a few generations of fleeing and
finding refuge, engaging in resistance, and participation in daily life. Baroud’s
writing style is especially descriptive, leaving the reader with a sense of close
familiarity with each person, and each person’s story is reflective of the lived
experience of many.
These Chains Will Be Broken, edited by Ramzi Baroud—In this collection of
prisoner stories, Baroud offers a first-hand voice of experience of incarceration
under occupation. The impact on individuals, families, and communities
comes clear, just as the sense of resilience and steadfastness of Palestinians
does as well. This is a powerful book of personal accounts that are quite
moving.

I Shall Not Hate: A Gaza Doctor’s Journey on the Road to Peace and Human
Dignity, by Izzeldin Abuelaish—A moving autobiography, Dr. Abuelaish has
written an account of his life centered on the deep feelings of loss of his three
daughters during the Israeli attack on Gaza in 2008-09. Beyond polemics, this
book gives a picture of life in Gaza over the course of the last 60 years that is
not often heard, but focuses on the work Dr. Abuelaish does to overcome
sentiments of revenge and hatred, to build peace. This is an inspiring personal
story that is a lesson in faith and hope.
Words of My Father, by Yousef Bashir—This memoir is written by a Gazan
who lived through the second intifada, imprisoned for the most part in his own
home with his parents and siblings. Bashir’s father believed in treating every
person with respect, even his captives and occupiers. Bashir had to decide
whether to follow that model or not, particularly when he was shot by Israeli
soldiers, but saved by Israeli doctors, met other Israelis, and eventually joined
the Seeds of Peace camp program. This is a moving and exceptional story that
provides an important insight into life even in the midst of conflict.
Once upon a Country, by Sari Nusseibeh—A Palestinian intellectual,
Nusseibeh has been involved in politics and society in Jerusalem and abroad
for decades. This memoir is an intelligent reflection on the Palestinian reality.
Nusseibeh is both honest and courageous in his approach with both Palestinian
and Israeli officials. He plays close attention to historical detail, and is a gifted
storyteller; this book is a very informative and well written account of recent
Palestinian history from the perspective of one who has been actively involved
in it.
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I Saw Ramallah, by Mourid Barghouti—With lyrical brilliance, Barghouti
describes in clear and evocative terms what it is like to return to Palestine after
30 years of exile. This book is part memoir, part observation on the situation
of the West Bank post-Oslo, from an insider/outsider. The book is fairly short,
but is rich in the telling of the story, as well as in the way the author is in touch
with so much—political and social, as well as emotional. In addition to the
main text, an excellent preface by Edward Said puts Barghouti’s journey into
perspective. Thoughtful and acute, Barghouti helps the reader to understand
realities faced by Palestinians, in addition to offering insight into culture and
customs.
Golda Slept Here; Palestine: The Presence of the Absent, by Suad Amiry—In
this short but moving book, Amiry captures what it means for Palestinians to
have been dispossessed of their homes, even as they try to catch another
glimpse of them. Through oral history, poetry and prose, the experience of the
Nakba (“catastrophe”) of 1948 is made clear. Amiry offers the experiences of
Palestinian families and reflects on the (lack of) rights that they have to
reclaim their property. This is an easy, yet challenging, book.

Gate of the Sun, by Elias Khoury—Khoury shares, in epic form, the true-to-life
realities of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon over the course of the history of
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Through the words of a Palestinian “doctor”
attending to a comatose patient in the Shatilla Camp, Khoury gives voice to
stories of Palestinians he collected over the years. The novel is poignant in its
tone, and hopeful in its inevitable outcome. The history of the conflict is
background to personal memories.
Children of Catastrophe: Journey from a Palestinian Refugee Camp to
America by Jamal Krayem Kanj—Brilliantly combining personal family
memory and historical socio-political writing, Kanj takes the reader to the
Nahr al-Barid Palestinian refugee camp in northern Lebanon, where he was
born and raised. Kanj conveys the sense of displacement a refugee living in
this camp has felt, on many levels. He sheds helpful light on the last 60 years
of history of the Lebanese relationship with Palestinian refugees, the Lebanese
civil war, and the destruction of the Camp in 2007. His conclusion is poetic
and profound.
Going Home, by Raja Shehadeh—In this engaging book, Shehadeh takes the
reader on a walk with him through Ramallah, through personal memory, and
through fifty years of Israeli occupation. It is as if the reader is getting a
personal tour of each, and walking along side Shehadeh. He offers very
personal access to the city of Ramallah, in earlier days and now, with
commentary on the social changes that have taken place over the course of his
lifetime, and he shares very personal reflections on his relationship with family
members as well as his work and career.
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Where the Line is Drawn, by Raja Shehadeh—Over time, Shehadeh reflects on
a changing context and his relationship with a Jewish friend. This book gives
insight to Shehadeh’s internal debate on “where the line is drawn” in a
friendship across a line. The book also gives important context. Shehadeh is a
captivating writer, and this book reads easily while offering a challenge to the
reader.
Palestinian Walks, by Raja Shehadeh—This book is both nature and politics.
Shehadeh is a Palestinian lawyer, who was instrumental in the establishment of
Al-Haq, a legal agency and human rights organization in Ramallah. Shehadeh
employs the vehicle of ambulating the landscape to reflect upon, and convey
the experience of, occupation and changes over time.

A Street Divided: Stories from Jerusalem’s Alley of God, by Dion
Nissenbaum—Writing from the street on which he has lived, Nissenbaum
delves into the issues of the divisions of Jerusalem through the lens of a
neighborhood, and specifically a single street, outside of the Old City. Tracing
the history of the city’s division, and focusing on episodes of encounter and
tension on the street, Nissenbaul illustrates the sadness of the conflict and how
it has affected Palestinians, Israelis, and the international community.
A River Dies of Thirst, by Mahmoud Darwish—This collection of poems by
Darwish, a scion of modern Palestinian literature, is his final published works,
most of which were written during the 2006 war. He focuses on that
experience, the wars in the Middle East, and global politics, as well as more
literary themes. This collection is both profound and impactful.
Holy Fire: The Battle for Christ’s Tomb, by Victoria Clark—The Church of
the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem is one of the most sacred Christian places in
the world. The complex arrangements around custody, and the implications of
the so-called status quo rules governing them, are the subject of Clark’s
fascinating book.

A Child in Palestine: The Cartoons of Naji al-`Ali—Perhaps the most famous
cartoonist in the Arab world, Naji al`Ali’s works were cutting critique of so
much, including the Israeli occupation, the role of Arab governments and
leaders, and the involvement of the global powers in Middle East affairs. All
of the cartoons include the most famous Palestinian child, Handhala, who is
always an 11-year-old, marking the age of al-`Ali when he was made a refugee
at the time of the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948. A fascinating
compilation; despite al-`Ali’s assassination in 1987, many cartoons resonate
today.
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Palestine: The Special Edition, by Joe Sacco—Actually, Palestine: The
Special Edition is a collection of nine graphic art books that Sacco did during
the first intifada and captures life in the Occupied Territories quite well. Sacco
is gifted, and committed to issues of war and peace, and more than that, to
capturing the human side of conflict. His cartoon books (I hesitate to call them
“comic” books) are excellent, and worth the quick read—and longer reflection.

Footnotes on Gaza, by Joe Sacco—In the medium of cartoon, in this book,
nothing is comic. Sacco decided to go to Gaza over a couple trips and research
the massacres of Khan Younis and Rafah in 1956. In interviews with
survivors and relatives who have heard the stories, Sacco attempts to re-create
the massacres at the hands of the Israeli army through his drawings and the
eye-witness accounts, which are central. In researching, though, he also
conveys through the book the continuing isolation and attacks on Gaza by
Israel, and the sentiment among some that 1956 is irrelevant as injustice is
contemporary. A striking book, Sacco writes and draws well.
Baddawi, by Leila Abdelrazaq—A graphic novel that explores what it is like to
have grown up in a Palestinian refugee camp in Lebanon. This is a personal
story with references to the history of the conflict that led to the presence of
refugees in Lebanon, and is likely the first in a series of memoir-like books.

Literature/Fiction
Apeirogon, by Colum McCann—Evan as this book identifies as a novel, it is
“true fiction” in that it relates the experience of two real people, Bassam and
Rami, two fathers of murdered children, who speak together about their pain
and preach reconciliation and peacebuilding. The book interweaves their
stories with literature, science, music, and other related references and stories
resulting an extremely creative and connected narrative that is moving,
inspiring, and both hopeful and tragic. The reader will learn a lot, and find
many moments of reflection and wisdom.
Against the Loveless World, by Susan Abulhawa—In her third novel,
Abulhawa writes a poignant and sharp story about Nahr, a Palestinian woman
who has lived in exiled for much of her life, but as the story opens, the reader
finds her in an Israeli jail cell. The book is written with an activist’s bent, and
is a profound rejection of traditional patriarchy—in the family, society, and
politics. But it is also about love—for family and for Palestinian heritage, as
well as the struggle for justice. Drawing on personal knowledge and family
experience, Abulhawa is a brilliant storyteller, and the weaving of threads in
this story illustrates that ability.
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The Blue Between Sky and Water, by Susan Abulhawa—A novel focusing on
several generations of a 1948 refugee family now living in Gaza and in the
diaspora, this novel is a haunting look at what it means to have been
dispossessed of home, but is a hopeful ode to family. Forced to flee from their
village, the Baraka family now lives in Gaza but with strands of the family
elsewhere. The intergenerational connections are strong, and the familial ties
resonate in this poetic novel.

Mornings in Jenin, by Susan Abulhawa—This is an historical novel that
focuses on the lives and experiences of several generations of a Palestinian
family, going back to the mandate period and stretching to the 2000s. It
employs a multiple-narration technique to convey the reality of the Palestinian
experience. It has some very unexpected twists that add to its readability. This
book was originally published as Scar of David.
Miral, by Rula Jebreal—This auto-biographical novel spans mid- to late-20th
century history in Palestine and Israel and is the gripping fictional story of
Miral, a boarding student at Dar al-Tifl, a real school/orphanage in Jerusalem
established by Hind Husseini following the Deir Yassin massacre in 1948.
Through the narrative of Miral and those she comes in contact with, Jebreal
treats a variety of issues in their historical context, especially the first intifada,
leading up to the Oslo Agreements in 1993. It is hard to put down as the
reader engages in making choices along with the protagonist and the other
characters. [This novel has been made into a movie.]
The Parisian, by Isabella Hammad—In this multi-generational novel spanning
decades, Hammad has produced an important piece of literature that focuses
on identity, displacement, and personal narrative. Set mostly in the early 20th
century, this is a story of the relationship between the Middle East—and
Palestine in particular—and the European West. It is also the story of an
individual’s soul torn between places and ideas. The character development is
rich, and the narration is engrossing.

The Book of Disappearance, by Ibtisam Azem—This story imagines the Israeli
Jewish reaction if, one day, the Palestinian Israeli population simply
disappeared, without warning and without any information. How would the
Israeli Jewish population react? What would the Israeli government do? The
novella is creative and leaves the reader with much to ponder. And while the
story is about contemporary times, there is much in the narrative about the
nakba, or the “catastrophe" of 1948, when Palestinians were forced from their
homes, dispossessed of property and dispersed to neighboring countries and
places.
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Vanished, by Ahmed Masoud—In this eloquent and humanizing novel,
Masoud conveys the story of one man’s quest to learn the fate of his father, by
recording his story for his son. While fiction, the novel gives a clear sense of
life in Gaza over the past few decades, and the internal Palestinian tensions
and politics that have existed. Through the ties of family, neighbors, and
friends, Masoud provides a moving and highly informative lens through which
to glimpse a place whose access is highly restricted to much of the world
today. In doing so, he helps the reader think of Gazans as people with
aspirations and feelings, as opposed to statistics and generalized caricatures.
Khirbet Khizeh, by Yizhar Smilansky—This novella tells the story of the
expulsion of Palestinians during the 1948 war, from the point of view of an
Israeli soldier. It is a haunting tale, and offers some insight on the refugee
issue by a Jewish author who was born in Palestine before the establishment of
Israel.
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